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5. THE LEARNING HELP DESK

University of Oregon, 2008
CONSULTATION STATIONS
WAITING AREA / LEARNING
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LEARNING NEW TECHNOLOGY

- Concierge
- Peer (student) assistance
- Experts full-time staff
- Technology Showcase
- Smart Board
- Tech books, magazines
4. LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION

Lorey Lokey Labs, University of Oregon, 2007
3. INTEGRATION OF THE VIRTUAL & BUILT ENVIRONMENT

Earl / Straub Classroom Expansion Project, (1,000 new seats) University of Oregon, 2015
2. SPACES THAT TELL A STORY

- University of Oregon Ford Alumni Center, 2011
University of Oregon Ford Alumni Center

When the visionary leadership of the University of Oregon's Alumni Association conceived of their new Center, a new paradigm was born. While most university alumni centers are heritage repositories celebrating the past, the Ford Alumni Center equally cultivates the future. As the new front door to the university, this dynamic building welcomes all visitors and immerses them in the pioneering spirit that defines the University of Oregon, providing equal parts inspiration and information.

As the launching point for campus tours, thousands of prospective students will get their first impression of the Interpretive Center—a 2,000-square-foot space that and invigorates appreciation for the

http://secondstory.com/project/university-of-oregon
I. INFORMAL & FORMAL LEARNING SPACE

Allen Hall,
The School of Journalism & Communication,
University of Oregon, 2013
Q: Where is the drop-in lab?!?
A: ALL our labs are drop-in if no class is scheduled.

UD Pokemon League!
@emeraldleague
emeraldleague.wordpress.com

#SKIN

Duck TV Auditions!
4-7p Thurs & Fri
EMU Century Rooms
BoHara!

Digital Commons

Bathrooms (and drinking fountains)

#we need a designated drop-in lab, bro
1st Second thurs
1st floor

B+W printers
I love you, Kelly!

Go back to sleep, please.

Allen Hall
Will be closed Friday, March 21

# we need a designated drop-in lab, Bro

Kevin

$200,000+ available for BIG IDEAS to improve campus

Info & Application: http://bigideas2013

Due Jan 18th by 10:00am

We love you, BOSS!

Julia, Thank you.

Guata Mendiaga

Paul

George

Ringo

John

The Beatles

I second this

Julia Mendiaga

Guata
IN PHOTOS: THE RENEWED ALLEN HALL
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The eighteen-month renovation of Allen Hall is now complete, and the grand re-opening, scheduled for...
WHY SPACE MATTERS
THANK YOU!
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